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Visual Hierarchy
Applying visual hierarchy to webpage content

Based On: Wroblewski, Communicating with Visual Hierarchy, 2008

All UI Elements Equal Initial Hierarchy Final Hierarchy

Navigation

Page title

Sub-section title

Footer

Site identifier

2nd level 
navigation

Embedded links



Use Visual Hierarchy To…

Create a center of interest that attracts user’s attention

Create a sense of order and balance

Guide the user through your UI

Tell a story…

Like all good stories, there should be a beginning, an end, & a point

Source: Wroblewski, Communicating with Visual Hierarchy, 2008



Effective Visual Hierarchies

Source: Krug, Don’t Make Me Think Revisted, 2014

The more important something 
is, the more prominent it should 
be. The most important elements 
should be larger, bolder, more 
distinctively colored, set off by 
more white space, or some 
combination of the above.

Things that are related logically 
are related visually. Group 
similar items by heading, visual 
style, or proximity.

Things are “nested” visually to 
show what’s part of what. Use 
spatial nesting to represent 
hierarchy.



Nothing New Here…
We are constantly parsing visual hierarchies but it happens so quickly, we don’t think about it.

Source: Krug, Don’t Make Me Think Revisted, 2014



How Our Eyes Process a Webpage



F-Shaped Pattern
Eyetracking visualizations show that users often read Web pages in an F-shaped pattern: 

two horizontal stripes followed by a vertical stripe.

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/



F-Shaped Pattern

Dominant reading pattern is F-shaped.

Users scan. They don’t read thoroughly.

Break up text with headings, 
paragraphs, and bullet points to 
support scanning.

Nielsen and Norman recorded how 232 users looked at thousands of webpages

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/



Visually Processing Layouts
Three related patterns to support scanning and natural visual processing (for left-to-right readers)

Source: http://vanseodesign.com/web-design/3-design-layouts/

F-shaped pattern Z-shaped pattern Guttenberg Diagram



Visually Processing Layouts
Three related patterns to support scanning and natural visual processing (for left-to-right readers)

Source: http://www.creativebloq.com/ux/how-human-eye-reads-website-111413463

F-shaped pattern Z-shaped pattern



Guiding Your Users’ Eyes





Image source: https://es.99designs.com/blog/tips/6-principles-of-visual-hierarchy/



Image source: https://es.99designs.com/blog/tips/6-principles-of-visual-hierarchy/



Image source: https://es.99designs.com/blog/tips/6-principles-of-visual-hierarchy/



Whitespace
Most space is 

whitespace!

Image source: https://es.99designs.com/blog/tips/6-principles-of-visual-hierarchy/



Primary
Huge bold serif 

font, vertically 
centered

left aligned, 
proportionally 

large

Primary 2
You read this after 
‘Cracking’ to form 
the phrase 
‘Cracking 
performance.’ Your 
eyes are guided 
here 2nd. Smaller 
font, aligned 
roughly 2/3rd into 
‘Cracking’

Whitespace
Most space is 

whitespace!

Image source: https://es.99designs.com/blog/tips/6-principles-of-visual-hierarchy/



Whitespace
Most space is 

whitespace!

Primary 2
You read this after 
‘Cracking’ to form 
the phrase 
‘Cracking 
performance.’ Your 
eyes are guided 
here 2nd. Smaller 
font, aligned 
roughly 2/3rd into 
‘Cracking’

Secondary
Call to action with 
information on 
what to do to 
make reservations

Secondary 2
Use of symmetry 
to balance poster 
& draw attention 

to logo/brand

Primary
Huge bold serif 

font, vertically 
centered

left aligned, 
proportionally 

large



Source: https://es.99designs.com/blog/tips/6-principles-of-visual-hierarchy/



Comes first but not read first
Deemphasized via size and color





Title
Large, titlecase bold light-gray font #EEE
Oswald Bold (75px)

Whitespace
Focuses our attention at 
center of screen

Content
Smaller, lighter-weight gray font #BBB
Oswald Light (32px)

Bolded Content
Same font/color as title but smaller

Oswald Bold (32px)

Deemphasized Content
Smaller version of other content
Oswald Bold and Light (18px)

Red Button
Accent color (#D93600) used to 

draw attention





Large, black sans-serif font
Avant Garde Bold (68px)

Smaller gray serif font
Galaxie (22 px)

Striking imagery

‘H’ is the HUGE logo

Small interaction widget
Arrow signifies click & move forward

Drop-down hamburger menu
Small, but users look to top-
right for menus

Branding
Consistent web design pattern

Lots of whitespace



Consistency
Multiple landing pages with consistent design





Header
Largish, thin, all-caps style, #2E2E2E
Underground Pro Light (25px)

Menu (active)
Thin, all-caps style, #484539
Underground Pro Light (11px)

Menu (inactive)
Thin, all-caps font, #AAAAAA
Underground Pro Light (11px)

Brand
Consistent web design pattern

Lots of whitespace

Bike Image
Centered, receives most attention. 
All other content is backgrounded.

Landing page widget
Provides feedback about 

page timing & is interactive





Focal Point
Centered

Largest Space Allocation
Largest Fonts
Bright Colors

Secondary
2nd Largest Space
2nd Largest Fonts
Follows Z-Line

Secondary
2nd Largest Space
2nd Largest Fonts
Follows Z-Line

Tertiary
Smallest Space
Smallest Fonts

Symmetry
Consistency

Tertiary
Smallest Space
Smallest Fonts

Symmetry
Consistency



Hierarchical 
Recursion
Each area has 
its own visual 
hierarchy 





Article Title
Largest font size, black, serif

Guardian Egypt (24 px)

Article Subtitle
2nd largest font size, gray, serif

Guardian Egypt (16 px)

Article Byline
Small font size, light-gray

Sans-serif font

Article Category
Small font size, colored by category

Sans-serif font

Whitespace
Helps reduce clutter & 
focus attention on content



Redo the layout for this iPhone espresso guide app

Image source: https://developer.apple.com/design/tips/



Redo the layout for this iPhone espresso guide app

Image source: https://developer.apple.com/design/tips/



In-Class Activity
Redesign the following website to increase visual 
hierarchy and increase scannability







Alignment



Image source: https://developer.apple.com/design/tips/
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Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010

Old ballot design New ballot design



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010

Edge Aligned Visual Weight Aligned



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010

Edge Aligned Visual Weight Aligned



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010

Edge Aligned Visual Weight Aligned



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010

Edge Aligned Visual Weight Aligned



Source: http://javier.xyz/visual-center/















Whitespace





Source: https://medium.com/@erikdkennedy/7-rules-for-creating-gorgeous-ui-part-1-559d4e805cda#.hjhkogcoj



Source: https://medium.com/@erikdkennedy/7-rules-for-creating-gorgeous-ui-part-1-559d4e805cda#.hjhkogcoj



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010



Source: Lidwell, Universal Principles of Design, 2010

Three shop windows with varying levels of merchandise on display. The 

perceived value of the merchandise & prestige of store generally inversely 

related to visual complexity/clutter of display







Grids





A system without a principled layout appears 

disorganized and can be confusing.





Washington DC



New York



But don’t grids constrain my creative freedom?



Well designed grid systems can make your 

designs not only more beautiful and legible, but 

more usable. 

MarkBoulton, Designer
Runs Mark Boulton Design

Author: Designing Grid Systems for the Web



source: http://www.michalkrasnopolski.com/classic-movies.html
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Which do you prefer?



Rule of Thirds



Grids and Rule of Thirds

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p208]

A technique of composition in which a medium is divided 

into thirds, creating aesthetic positions for the primary 

elements of a design.

Technique has a loyal following in 

design circles due to its use by 

Renaissance masters and its rough 

relationship to the golden ratio 

(0.667 ~ 0.618)





















Gestalt Principles in Design



Quick: Which Way are the Toilets?!



Quick: Which Way are the Toilets?!

How could we fix this sign?



Toilets

Restaurant



Toilets Restaurant



Toilets Restaurant



Clicking on this icon sorts the table. 
If I click here, which column is used to sort the table?



Clicking on this icon sorts the table. 
If I click here, which column is used to sort the table?



Simple Fix
Move clickable sort icons next to their column names



As the advisor, where do I sign?
Above the line or below?

Sign here?

Or here?



As the advisor, where do I sign?
Above the line or below?

Sign here?

Or here?



Gestalt-Related 
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Proximity
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1
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4
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Common Fate

Transparency

6

7

8
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[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p96; http://gdbasics.com/index.php?s=figureground]

Figure/Ground
Elements are perceived as either figures (objects of focus) or 

ground (the rest of the perceptual field).

A stable relationship 

exists when a form/figure 

stands clearly apart from 

its background.

Reversible occurs when 

positive and negatively 

attract our attention 

equally. The figure and 

ground alternates.

Ambiguous challenges 

the viewer to find a focal 

point. Figure is 

enmeshed in ground.



[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p96; http://gdbasics.com/index.php?s=figureground]

Figure/Ground
Elements are perceived as either figures (objects of focus) or 

ground (the rest of the perceptual field).

A stable relationship 

exists when a form/figure 

stands clearly apart from 

its background.

Reversible occurs when 

positive & negative 

elements attract our 

attention equally. The 

figure & ground alternates.

Ambiguous challenges 

the viewer to find a focal 

point. Figure is 

enmeshed in ground.



Reversible occurs when 

positive & negative 

elements attract our 

attention equally. The 

figure & ground alternates.

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p96; http://gdbasics.com/index.php?s=figureground]

Figure/Ground
Elements are perceived as either figures (objects of focus) or 

ground (the rest of the perceptual field).

A stable relationship 

exists when a form/figure 

stands clearly apart from 

its background.

Ambiguous challenges 

the viewer to find a focal 

point. Figure is 

enmeshed in ground.



[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p96; http://gdbasics.com/index.php?s=figureground]

Figure/Ground
Elements are perceived as either figures (objects of focus) or 

ground (the rest of the perceptual field).

Designers/artists often seek a balance between figure and ground, using this relationship 

to bring energy and order to form and space. They build contrasts between form and 

counterform in order to construct icons, logos, and compositions that stimulate the eye. 

Creating figure/ground tension or ambiguity can add visual energy to an image.



Figure/Ground

[Example from http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Modules/MC10220/visper07.html]

Confronted by a visual image, our perceptual system 

separates a dominant shape (a “figure”) from a “background” 



[Example from http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Modules/MC10220/visper07.html]

Confronted by a visual image, our perceptual system 

separates a dominant shape (a “figure”) from a “background” 

Figure/Ground



[Example from http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Modules/MC10220/visper07.html]

Confronted by a visual image, our perceptual system 

separates a dominant shape (a “figure”) from a “background” 

Figure/Ground













Gestalt-Related 

Design Principles

Figure / Ground

Proximity

Similarity

Connectedness

1

2

3

4
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Transparency

6

7

8



Proximity

Three RowsSquare GroupThree Columns

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p196]



Proximity

Three RowsSquare GroupThree Columns

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p196]

Elements closer together are interpreted as being more related 

than elements that are far apart.



Proximity

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p196; http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Modules/MC10220/visper07.html]

Elements closer together are interpreted as being more related 

than elements that are far apart.



Proximity

[http://architectingusability.com/2011/05/26/using-the-gestalt-laws-of-perception-in-ui-design/]

Elements closer together are interpreted as being more related 

than elements that are far apart.



Gestalt-Related 

Design Principles

Figure / Ground
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A complex visual display is interpreted as 

having different areas and types of information 

depending on the similarity of color, size, and 

shape of its elements; similar elements are 

interpreted as similar to each other. 

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p226]



Similarity

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p226]

Elements that are similar are perceived to be more related than 

elements that are dissimilar. 



Similarity

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p226]

Elements that are similar are perceived to be more related than 

elements that are dissimilar. 



Similarity

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p226]

Elements that are similar are perceived to be more related than 

elements that are dissimilar. 

Similarity of color results in the 

strongest grouping effect

Similarity of size is effective when 

the size of elements are clearly 

distinguishable from one another

Similarity of shape is the weakest 

grouping strategy; it is best used 

in conjunction with other 

properties.







What happens if you start mixing 

these principles together?



[http://www.andyrutledge.com/gestalt-principles-3.php]



[http://www.andyrutledge.com/gestalt-principles-3.php]



Usually only one principle more 

powerful than proximity…
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Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Elements that are connected by uniform visual properties are 

perceived to be more related than elements that are not connected



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Elements that are connected by uniform visual properties are 

perceived to be more related than elements that are not connected



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Two basic strategies for applying uniform connectedness in a 

design: connecting lines and common regions 



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Even subtle outlining can override other principles



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Even subtle outlining can override other principles



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Uniform connectedness will generally overpower the other 

Gestalt principles. In a design that mixes visual properties, the 

elements that are uniformly connected will appear more related.



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Uniform connectedness will generally overpower the other 

Gestalt principles. In a design that mixes visual properties, the 

elements that are uniformly connected will appear more related.



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Uniform connectedness will generally overpower the other 

Gestalt principles. In a design that mixes visual properties, the 

elements that are uniformly connected will appear more related.



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Uniform connectedness will generally overpower the other 

Gestalt principles. In a design that mixes visual properties, the 

elements that are uniformly connected will appear more related.



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]

Uniform connectedness will generally overpower the other 

Gestalt principles. In a design that mixes visual properties, the 

elements that are uniformly connected will appear more related.



Connectedness

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p246; http://www.skidmore.edu/~hfoley/Perc5.htm; 

Han et al., Uniform Connected & Classical Gestalt Principles, Perception & Psychophysics 1999]
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Continuity/Good Continuation

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p116; http://www.users.totalise.co.uk/~kbroom/Lectures/gestalt.htm]

Elements arranged in a straight line or a smooth curve are 

perceived as a group, and are interpreted as being more related 

than elements not on the line or curve.



The ability to accurately perceive objects 

depends largely on the perceptibility of the 

corners and shape curves that comprise the 

shape. When sections of a shape are hidden, 

continuation leads the eye to continue along 

visible segments.

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p226]



Continuity/Good Continuation

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p116; http://www-psych.stanford.edu/~lera/psych115s/notes/lecture9/figures2.html]

Elements arranged in a straight line or a smooth curve are 

perceived as a group, and are interpreted as being more related 

than elements not on the line or curve.



Continuity/Good Continuation

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p116; http://www-psych.stanford.edu/~lera/psych115s/notes/lecture9/figures2.html]

Elements arranged in a straight line or a smooth curve are 

perceived as a group, and are interpreted as being more related 

than elements not on the line or curve.



Continuity/Good Continuation

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p116; http://www.users.totalise.co.uk/~kbroom/Lectures/gestalt.htm]

Elements arranged in a straight line or a smooth curve are 

perceived as a group, and are interpreted as being more related 

than elements not on the line or curve.

v X



Continuity/Good Continuation

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p116; http://www.users.totalise.co.uk/~kbroom/Lectures/gestalt.htm]

Elements arranged in a straight line or a smooth curve are 

perceived as a group, and are interpreted as being more related 

than elements not on the line or curve.

The first graph is easier to read than the second because the 

end points of its bars form a line that is more continuous.
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Closure
A tendency to perceive a set of individual elements as a single, 

recognizable pattern, rather than multiple individual elements.

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p44]



Closure
A tendency to perceive a set of individual elements as a single, 

recognizable pattern, rather than multiple individual elements.

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p44]

This is why alignment is so important!!!
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Common Fate
Elements that move in the same direction are perceived to be 

more related than elements that move in a different direction or 

are stationary.

[Lidwell, et al., Universal Principles of Design, 2010, p50]





Links

http://www.awwwards.com/understanding-web-ui-visual-hierarchy.html

http://alistapart.com/article/whitespace

http://static.lukew.com/pageheirarchy_lukew_03192008.pdf

https://es.99designs.com/blog/tips/6-principles-of-visual-hierarchy/

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2013/02/creating-visual-hierarchies-typography/

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/

http://webdesign.tutsplus.com/articles/understanding-visual-hierarchy-in-web-design--webdesign-84

http://www.leemunroe.com/visual-hierarchy/

http://blog.themeforest.net/tutorials/visual-hierarchy-in-web-design/

http://alistapart.com/article/contrastandmeaning

https://hackdesign.org/lessons/19

http://www.creativebloq.com/ux/ways-guide-website-visitors-111413511

http://www.goodui.org/

https://visualhierarchy.co/blog/user-interface-design-best-practices/

http://thenextweb.com/dd/2015/04/30/the-5-pillars-of-visual-hierarchy-in-web-design/#gref

https://studio.uxpin.com/ebooks/visual-web-ui-design-colors-space-contrast/

http://sixrevisions.com/usabilityaccessibility/improving-usability-with-fitts-law/

https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2015/04/design-principles-compositional-flow-and-rhythm/

http://webdesignledger.com/21-inspiring-examples-of-white-space-in-web-design/
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